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Want
vehicle tire
and wheel
assembly
NSNs in
one stop?
See Pages
12-15.

PM’s Not a
Back Burner
Issue!

Are your
maintenance
pots boiling
over? Maybe
it’s time to
move PM to
the front
burner!

PS 766

NCOs,

you rely on operators and
mechanics to perform PMCS on vehicles and
other Army equipment. You’re counting on them
to look out for potential maintenance problems.
But does it sometimes seem like preventive
maintenance gets treated as a “back burner”
issue? Does a vehicle have to be deadlined,
affecting unit readiness, before maintenance
becomes important?
It’s not like you can inspect all that equipment
yourself. Plain and simple, it takes a team to keep
the little things from growing into maintenance
nightmares.
So the next time you spot something small—a
truck’s worn V-belt, a weapon needing lube, loose
tank track—teach the operator to be proactive. If
he fixes it now, he won’t have to worry about
it failing and threatening a mission. That’s the
preventive in preventive maintenance!
When PM is moved to where it belongs—the
front burner— you’ll have a unit that hums along
as smoothly as its equipment.
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Dead Batteries? Maybe Not!
Avoid Slave Start Woes!
CTIS Keeps Tires Rolling Along
Shift Away Transfer Case Damage
Trailer Brakes Not Braking?
Is There an M242 Cover?
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Dead Batteries? Maybe Not!
uh, Doc, when you
said you could revive
my Hawker battery,
I didn’t think this is
what you had in mind!

every Soldier knows
that replacing batteries
can really eat up Your
unit’s maintenance
budget.
New batteries for
just one M1A1 tank can
run more than $2,000!

1. Place a good battery
in parallel to the dead
battery, positive to positive
and negative to negative.

But dead absorbed
glass mat (AGM) batteries
like the Hawker may not
really be dead. There’s
a cheap fix for batteries
whose voltage has gotten
so low the charger thinks
they’re dead…

Attach jumper cable in
parallel positive to positive and negative to negative

2. Attach the charger’s jumper
cables to the good or bad
battery, positive to positive
and negative to negative.
You can avoid some
minor resistance losses
by connecting to the
dead battery.
3. Charge for about 15-20 minutes. That pushes amperage into the dead battery, raising
the voltage high enough to be sensed by the charger.
4. Remove the good battery.
Check out the TARDEC
5. Now charge the bad battery like you would normally. video on tricking dead
batteries back to life.

it’s on MilTube at:

https://www.milsuite.mil/video/watch/newvideo/5996
Go to the 2:46 mark.

PS 766
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M1A2 SEP Tank…

Avoid
SlAve
Start
Woes!

Do it the
right way so
my generaTOR
DriVE ShAfT
DoEsN’t BrEaK!
Your batteries
are dead, pal.
LoOks LiKE You’Re
GOnNa NeEd a
SlaVE stARt.

Crewmen,
slave start your
M1A2 SEP tank the

A broken
generator
drive shaft
makes your
tank NMC .

wrong way
and you can

seriously

damage

the generator
drive shaft and
the vehicle’s
charging system.

Replacing the shaft is a big
headache because the power
pack has to be pulled.

in some cases, you may
even have to replace
the transmission.

You can avoid a lot of trouble and expense by
slave starting your tank the right way. The steps
in bold are different from what’s in the TM …
I’m sure glad he listened!
this is so much better than
being stuck in the shop!

PS 766
766 04-05.indd 1-2
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1. Ensure all electronics are powered down on both the live tank and dead tank,
including the Force XXI Battle Command Brigade-and-Below (FBCB2).
2. To prevent damage, the external slave receptacle should be used whenever the
situation allows. On both tanks, connect the battery box power cable by removing
the protective cap and remounting the cable from the storage position to the
power receptacle.
3. For tanks equipped with 4.4.01 and earlier software, set the left battery
compartment circuit breaker to OFF.
4. Turn on Master Power for the live tank.
5. Start the live tank.
6. Plug the slave cable into the live tank.
7. Plug the other end of the cable into the slave receptacle on the dead tank.
8. Turn on Master Power for the dead tank.
9. Check that the Parking Brake Set message appears on the improved driver’s
integrated display (iDID) of the dead tank.
10. Set tach idle on the live tank to ON.
11. With iDID on the main menu, press the Power Sources pushbutton on both tanks.
12. Make sure M is highlighted on the NATO UTL PWR A/M pushbutton on both tanks.
13. Press the Battery Start P/A pushbutton until A is highlighted on the dead tank.
14. Wait until the dead tank reaches 26 volts. This could take 15 minutes to
one hour.
15. Start the dead tank.
16. For vehicles equipped with 4.4.01 and earlier software, follow these instructions.
Set the left battery compartment circuit breaker to ON.
17. With iDID on the main menu, press the Power Sources pushbutton on both tanks.
18. Make sure A is highlighted on the NATO UTL PWR A/M pushbutton on both tanks.
19. Remove the slave cable from both tanks.
20. Re-cap the slave receptacles.
21. Let the dead tank recharge its batteries for a minimum 30 minutes using its own
generator with tach idle on.

7/26/16 4:34 PM

Stryker…

Tough
lUCk, PAl!

Luck had nuthin’ to
Do WiTh it! My DRiVEr
diDn’T Set the CTIS
for CRosS cOunTRY!

CTIS Keeps Tires Rolling Along
Dear Editor,
I see too many Stryker tires destroyed by improper inflation. One Stryker
unit recently had to replace more than 320 tires during a National Training
Center rotation.
Too often that’s caused by
drivers who don’t bother to
set the CTIS for the conditions
they’re driving in. Under- or
over-inflated tires get seriously
damaged and have to be replaced.
That’s a lot of work and money
that could have been avoided just
by following the -10 TM. It tells
you exactly how to set the CTIS
based on road conditions, as well
Setting
as vehicle weight.
CTIS to
Regardless of the setting used,
match road
keep an eye on the low pressure
conditions…
and overspeed LEDs. They’ll let
you know if the air pressure is too
…prevents
low or you’re traveling too fast
for the terrain setting you’ve
tire damage
selected.
SPC William Taylor
3rd BCT

Editor’s note: That’s some good
advice that’ll keep tires rolling along
no matter what the conditions.

PS 766
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GKKKZZZShift Away Transfer Case Damage
Z WK k
kr
K Z Wk
Stryker…

Oh, BoY! I

hATe whEn they
TrY tO shiFt my
TRAnsfeR ON
the FlY!

RRzz

Drivers, that grinding noise
you hear when you shift
your Stryker’s transfer
into low gear on
the fly is more than
just annoying.
it could mean that you’ve
done some serious-and
expensive-damage to the
transfer case.

You must bring your vehicle to a complete
stop before shifting the transfer into low.
if you don’t, the transfer case might start
complaining loudly.
Vital parts can crack, meaning you might
be unable to shift it at all.
Replacing the transfer case will set your
unit back more than $21,000 for a flat
bottom Stryker and more than $38,000 for
a double V-hull Stryker!

Bring vehicle
to a complete
stop and place
transmission
in neutral

Here’s the right way to
shift your Stryker’s
transfer case into
low gear…

1. Come to a full stop.
2. Apply the service brakes.
3. Put the transmission in
neutral.
4. Apply the parking brake.
5. Shift the transfer
to low.

Transfer

6. Release the parking brake.
7. Put the transmission in
D (drive).
Now you’re ready
to drive without doing
any damage!

PS 766
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M1132 ESV, XM1257 ESVV Stryker…

Trailer Brakes NOT Braking?
NOw Why
Aren’T YOuR
TRAilER’S
bRaKes
woRKinG?

well, Didja ChecK
thE AiR SupPlY
vaLVE and BRakE
CONnecToRs?

If the valve is engaged and the brakes still don’t work, make sure the trailer brake
connectors at the front and rear of the vehicle are connected. While you’re at it, look
closely for damage or leaks.
Inspect trailer brake
connectors at front…

…and rear to ensure they are
connected and undamaged
ummm,
uhhHh…

If the air supply valve is engaged and connectors are good to go but the brakes
still don’t work, tell your mechanic right away.
M2/M3-Series Bradley…

Is There an M242 Cover?
C rewmen, when you’re pulling an M200A1 modified MICLIC trailer with your ESV or

ESVV Stryker, the last thing you want is for the trailer’s brakes to fail. That can mean a
banged up Stryker and trailer. It could even get you and your fellow crewmembers hurt!
But before calling your mechanic about a problem with trailer brakes, do a couple
checks first. You might be able to take care of the problem with a simple fix.
First, make sure the trailer
brake air supply valve on the
Make sure
driver’s instrument panel is
air supply
is engaged
engaged. If it isn’t, the trailer
brake lines won’t get any air
and the brakes won’t be able
to do their job.
Trailer brake supply valve

PS 766
766 08-09.indd 1-2
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{sigh} This
haS GOtTen
TiReSoMe.
isn’T thEre a
COVer fOR mY
M242 gUn?

Dear Half-Mast,
Is there a cover you can
order for the Bradley’s M242
automatic gun? We’ve looked
and looked with no luck.
			

1LT G.M.

YouR luck just chanGed
foR the BEtTer,lieutenANT!
THerE iS a cover aND you
Can Order it with NSN
1005-01-171-8316.

7/18/16 4:32 PM

TACTICAL VEHICLES
• Searchin’ for a Tow Bar
• One Stop Shop for Tire

and Wheel Assemblies

PS 766
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Up-armored HMMWVs…

Searchin’ for a Tow Bar
Hey, pal!
Can you give
me a tow?

Sorry, but my
driver can’t find
the NSN for a
tow bar!

Dear Half-Mast,
I need help! I’ve looked high and low, but can’t find NSNs for the tow bar and
tow bar adapters for up-armored HMMWVs.
									
SFC E.A.P.

glad
to Help,
SergEanT!

The tow bar for up-armored HMMWV s
comes with NSN 4910-01-554-7296.
The correct adapter to use is
NSN 5340-01-022-4686.

		
There is also an improved
front tow bracket available for up-armored and
expanded capacity vehicle ( ECV ) HMMWV models.
The new
bracket
requires
different
screws and
locknuts than
the original
setup, but
the washers
and mounting
torque
(90 lb-ft) are
unchanged.

PS 766

Here’s
what
you’ll
need to
order:

Item

NSN

Qty

Bracket
Screw
Locknut
Washer

2540-01-599-0075
5305-00-071-2071
5310-01-548-1848
5310-01-121-1703

1
2
2
4

The
The washers
washers are
are unchanged
unchanged from
from the
the
original
original configuration
configuration and
and don’t
don’t need
need
to
to be
be replaced
replaced unless
unless damaged.
damaged.
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One Stop Shop
for Tire and Wheel
Assemblies

Tactical Vehicles,
Trailers, CCE/MHE…

Eyeball the charts below for the latest
tire and wheel assembly NSNs for Army
trucks, trailers, construction vehicles
and material handling equipment!

HMMWVs
Vehicle

Assembly,
NSN 2530-

Tire,
NSN 2610-

Size

HMMWV load range D

01-493-5859

01-333-7632

37.0/12.5R16.5

01-558-2138

01-541-4090

37.0/12.5R16.5

HMMWV load range D
(24 bolt rim w/
Michelin Baja or
Goodyear MTR tire)
HMMWV load range E
(20 or 24 bolt rim w/
Goodyear MTR or
Michelin Baja T/A tire)

01-563-8620

01-563-8328

37.0/12.5R16.5

Medium Tactical Vehicles
Vehicle
FMTV A0/A1
(M1078-M1090
M1092, M1093
M1096, M1148
M1157)

Assembly,
NSN 2530-

Tire,
NSN 2610-

Size

01-500-4619

01-356-9098

395/85R20 MV/T (Goodyear)
MIL395/85R20 XML; (Michelin)

FMTV LTAS (A1P2)

01-571-5857

LAV
M939A1/A2 without ABS
M939A1/A2 with ABS
M1117 ASV

01-532-5635
01-506-7243
01-506-8319
01-478-0593

PS 766
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01-564-6172
(Goodyear)
01-572-6017
(Michelin)
01-527-8260
01-214-1344
01-473-3997
01-479-4200
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Light and Medium Trailers

M129A4 semitrailer
M172A1 trailer
M149A2, M200A1 D,
M313, M750, M373A2
M103A3, M105A3, M149, M149A1,
M200A1 SS, M105A2, M332
M796A1 bolster trailer
M860A1
M870 trailer
M870A1 trailer
M870A3 trailer
M871, M871A1, M871A2
M871A3
M872-series semitrailer
M872A4, M871R, M871A1R,
M871A3R & M871A2R
M967A2/M969A3
M1061A1
M1062 trailer
M1076 PLS
M1082, M1095 FMTV trailer
M1101/1102 trailer load range D
M1101/1102 trailer load range D
(24 bolt rim w/ Michelin Baja or
Goodyear MTR tire)
M1101/1102 trailer load range E
(20 or 24 bolt rim w/ Goodyear MTR or
Michelin Baja T/A tire)
M1147 LHS trailer

395/85R20 MV/T (Goodyear)
395/85R20 XZL+ (Michelin)
325/85R16
14.00R20
11.00R20
14.00R20

SEP 16

Assembly,
NSN 2530-

Vehicle

Tire,
NSN 2610-

Size

01-514-7903
01-506-7650

01-045-3688 11.00R22.5
01-325-1934 10.00R15

01-611-7619

01-063-7947 10.00R22.5

01-528-9461

01-063-7947 10.00R22.5

01-514-7909
01-506-7315
01-611-6025
01-610-6931
01-571-7223
01-506-4129
01-508-2786
01-547-4136

01-204-4488
01-500-4505
01-434-8732
01-610-0236
01-518-5292
01-481-5378
01-519-0940
01-506-0388

01-584-7914

01-569-2153 11.00R22.5

01-527-4609
01-514-7909
01-506-7648
01-500-4991
01-542-7405
01-493-5859

01-045-3688
01-204-4488
01-045-3688
01-357-8333
01-518-5292
01-333-7632

01-558-2138

01-541-4090 37.0/12.5R16.5

01-563-8620

01-563-8328 37.0/12.5R16.5

01-542-7405

01-518-5292 275/70R22.5

12.00-16.5
445/65R22.5
285/70R19.5
285/70R19.5
275/70R22.5
11.00R22.5
255/70R22.5
11.00R22.5

11.00R22.5
12.00-16.5
11.00R22.5
15.50/80R20
275/70R22.5
37.0/12.5R16.5

Route Clearance Vehicles
Vehicle

Assembly,
NSN 2530-

Tire,
NSN 2610-

Size

Buffalo (front)
Buffalo (rear)
Buffalo (front for hull #'s 65-current)
RG31 (MK2 and MK3)

01-535-9462
01-535-9459
01-554-6621
01-541-5364

01-334-2694
01-334-2694
01-334-2694
01-537-4093

16.00R20
16.00R20
16.00R20
365/80R20

7/26/16 4:33 PM

MRAP Vehicles
Vehicle
BAE RG33/RG33 HAGA
BAE RG33/RG33 HAGA PLUS
BAE TVS Caiman
BAE TVS Caiman PLUS
GDLS RG31 365 w/steel rim
GDLS RG31A2 365 w/ aluminum rim
GDLS RG31A2 395 w/ aluminum rim
M-ATV
M-ATV UIK
Navistar DASH
Navistar DASH ISS & Ambulance
Navistar MaxxPro & MaxxPro PLUS
(front axle)
Navistar MaxxPro PLUS (rear axle)

Heavy Trucks and Trailers

Assembly,
NSN 2530-

Tire,
NSN 2610-

01-555-4810
01-563-0583
01-555-4749
01-565-2137
01-560-8477
01-572-5907
01-572-5445
01-576-5896
01-592-6682
01-570-6352
01-584-5955

t01-552-5577
01-561-7314
01-559-2516
01-564-6172
01-388-6679
01-388-6679
01-552-5577
01-572-6017
01-334-2694
01-572-6017
01-334-2694

01-555-5456

01-552-5577 395/85R20 XZL

01-565-5657

01-561-8321 12.00R20

Size

Vehicle

395/85R20 XZL
16.00R20 XZL
395/85R20 XML
395/85R20
365/85R20 XZL
365/85R20 XZL LR J
395/85R20 XZL LR J
395/85R20 XZL+LR J
16.00R20 XZL
395/85R20 XZL+LR J
16.00R20

Line Haul Tractors
Vehicle
M878A2
M915A2 (front), M969, M969A1/A2,
M871, M129A2C, M129A3
M915A2 (up-armored)
M915A3
M915A3 (up-armored)
M915A2/A4 (rear), M871/A1/A2
M915A4 (up-armored)
M915A5
M916A1/A2 (rear)
M916A3 (up-armored front)
M916A3 (up-armored rear,
right outer, left inner)
M916A3 (up-armored rear,
left outer, right inner)
M917A1 (front)
M917A1 (rear)

PS 766
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Assembly,
NSN 2530-

Tire,
NSN 2610-

Size

01-514-5105

01-507-3633

11.00R22.5

01-506-4125

01-045-3688

11.00R22.5

01-537-8294
01-506-4128
01-537-8297
01-506-4129
01-537-8299
01-615-1443
01-506-4133
01-557-2625

01-465-5823
01-481-5378
01-465-5823
01-481-5378
01-465-5823
01-603-9820
01-436-3334
01-552-6448

12.00R22.5
11.00R22.5
12.00R22.5
11.00R22.5
12.00R22.5
315/80R22.5
315/80R22.5
425/65R22.5

01-584-7917

01-514-3999

315/80R22.5

01-584-7915

01-514-3999

315/80R22.5

01-506-4131
01-506-4132

01-436-3332
01-436-3334

385/65R22.5
315/80R22.5
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M977 HEMTT w/o CTIS
M1070 HET & M1074/M1075 PLS
trucks w/CTIS
M373A2/M750 trailer
M989A1 HEMAT trailer
M1000 HET trailer

Assembly,
NSN 2530-

Tire,
NSN 2610-

Size

01-477-1660

01-334-2694 16.00R20

01-506-2715

01-334-2694 16.00R20

01-506-5910
01-506-7324
01-506-5762

00-262-8677 9.00-20
01-452-0605 385/65R22.5
01-323-4813 215/75R17.5

MHE and Construction Vehicles*
Vehicle

Assembly,
NSN 2530-

Tire,
NSN 2610-

Size

4K RTFL (JI CASE M4K)
4K Entwistle forklift
5K LCRTF (right side)
5K LCRTF (left side)
6K VRRTFL (right side)
6K VRRTFL (left side)
10K ATLAS (right side)
10K ATLAS (left side)
ATLAS II (right side)
ATLAS II (left side)
50K RTCH (Caterpillar)
50K RTCH (Kalmar)
924G/H wheel loader (right side)
924G/H wheel loader (left side)
CS-563D vibratory roller (armor)
HMEE-1, tan
HMEE-1, green
M10A 10K (right side)
M10A 10K (left side)
MW24C (right side)
MW24C (left side)
SEE

01-506-6873
01-596-0860
01-621-5737
01-621-3685
01-518-3656
01-518-3659
01-416-1035
01-514-8514
01-572-4923
01-572-2281
01-506-6885
01-484-1419
01-617-0921
01-617-1879
01-572-7187
01-618-8466
01-598-4010
01-506-6884
01-527-9583
01-581-5782
01-584-7913
01-527-9584

01-320-0460
01-320-0460
01-506-0391
01-506-0391
00-726-5164
00-726-5164
01-459-0440
01-459-0440
01-553-3398
01-553-3398
01-114-3732
01-483-5851
00-726-5165
00-726-5165
01-559-2780
01-627-2267
01-627-2267
00-726-5168
00-726-5168
01-726-5165
01-726-5165
01-220-6413

15.00-19.5
15.00-19.5
380/75R20
380/75R20
17.50-25
17.50-25
17.50-25
17.50-25
17.5-20
17.5-20
35.00/65R33
29.50-35
20.50-25
20.50-25
23.1-26 (12 ply)
445/80R25
445/80R25
20.50-25
20.50-25
20.50-25
20.50-25
12.50R20

*NOTE: There are no tire and wheel assemblies available for
the 613C, 621B, and 621G scrapers; the 120M road grader;
and the M400T/W skid steer loader.

PS 766
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CONSTRUCTION
• Tire Been Retired?
• Use The Right Lube
• Be Air Aware When

Flow’s Too Slow!

• Don’t Be an Inching

Pedal Pusher!
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SEE, HMMH…

Tire Been Retired?
hEY, LoOkin’
GOoD! I See
you’Ve gOt a
New Tire!

Yeah. I was hoPinG FOR A
set, buT TAcOM says it can
be Mixed with My Old tire.

Dear Half-Mast,
We ordered the Michelin 12.520MPT XL tire, NSN 2610-01-220-6413, for
our unit’s small emplacement excavator (SEE) and high-mobility material
handler (HMMH).
But the replacement tire we received is a Michelin 335/80R20MPT XZL.
Is this a mistake? Or can we use this new tire with the ones already
installed on our vehicles?
			

		

SFC M.S.F.
The Michelin

12.520MPT XL tire has
been discontinued,
serGEAnt.

That NSN will only
bring the Michelin

335/80R20MPT XZL
tire now.

But both tires have the same diameter, so

TACOM says it’s OK to use them together on
the same axle.
For best performance, however,
you should always try to use the
same tires on each axle.
Regardless, don’t mix a worn tire (less than

/

11 32 tread depth) with a new tire on the same

axle. That’ll wear out the new tire faster.
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5K LCRTF…

use the right lube

koff
koff

later…

My Fork TinE
BUShinGs are KiLlin’
me! if ONLy theY
hadn’t uSed GAa
on my forK pin!

AhHhH!
that FeEls

so-oo mUch

koff

beTter
thaN GriTty
greaSE!

operators, don’t use GAA to lube the fork pin on the 5K light capacity rough-terrain
forklift (LCRTF).
Grease attracts dirt, grit and
sand like a magnet. That combo
acts like sandpaper, scoring the
bushings inside the fork tines as
they slide over the pin. Eventually,
the bushings wear out and break
apart.
To keep those bushings in
working order, clean off any old
GAA with dry-cleaning solvent and
re-lube using dry-film lubricant,
NSN 9150-01-260-2534. You’ll find
the word in Section H of Card 19 in
LO 10-3930-680-13 (Dec 13).
And if a bushing is already
damaged, have your mechanic
replace it with NSN 3120-01-6188082.

PS 766

Use dry film lubricant
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Be Air Aware
When Flow’s
Too Slow!

120M Road Grader…
{Cough!}
I can’t see
a thing!
And it’s gettin’
kinda hard to
breathe in here!

{Cough!}

it’s like I always
say...it pays to be

air aware!

O perators, when it comes to the inside and outside air filter elements for your 120M
road grader’s cab, you need to be air aware.
Dirty filter elements mean dirty air inside the cab. Clean elements keep clean air
circulating—and you breathing easy—while out at the dusty worksite.
So if you find yourself coughing a little too much while in the driver’s seat, try this:
1. Check the air inlets for sand or dirt buildup. Ice and snow can be a problem during cold
weather.
2. Pull both filter elements and tap them gently against the palm of your hand to remove
as much trapped dirt, dust and sand as possible. Just be careful not to bang an element
against anything hard. That will bend its sealing edge or crush the filtering material.
Then you’ve got bigger problems than a clogged element.

{ Co ug h!}
{ Co ug h!}

Open screen to access air filter inside cab

finAlLy! I’m in BAD
neEd of cLeaNinG!

3. If available, clean the elements with low-pressure air (30 psi or less). If not, make sure it
gets done when you get back to the motor pool.

You’ll find more information on cab filter element cleaning in WPs 0013-38 and
0013-41 of TM 5-3805-293-10 (Dec 10).
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120M Road Grader…

Don’t Be an inching
Pedal Pusher!
The 120M road
grader’s transmission
modulator control
(inching pedal) is
designed to disengage
power to the wheels.

That’s why you need
to keep your big
size 12s to the side
and off the pedal
during operations.

Here are two more
cautions to keep in mind
about the inching pedal…

A boot that
rests on the
pedal will
engage and
disengage
the vehicle’s
differential.

• Avoid prolonged use of
the inching pedal when
moving heavy loads.
Instead, shift into a
lower gear to match load
conditions, particularly if
the grader is stalling out.
• It’s OK to use the inching
pedal as a clutch for
directional changes. The
machine is designed to
“shuttle shift.”

That overpressurizes the
transmission
and blows
the internal
transmission
differential
seal.
Your grader is
going nowhere
then!

Don’t rest foot
on inching pedal

You’ll find this info in WP 0005-25 of TM 5-3805-293-10 (Dec 10).
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AVIATION

caV
yesteRdaY…
…caV
today!

• Not a Shadow of

a Doubt! These
Are Great Tips
• Keep Your Eagle
Soaring
• Use the Correct
Mounting Nuts
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Shadow UAV…
they sure
are! thanks
for sharing
them!

Dear Editor,
While helping keep the Shadows of the Oklahoma National Guard flying high,
I’ve come up with a few suggestions for other units:

Do Refresher Training
For a long time, contractors did
much of the Shadow maintenance.
But Soldiers are now again
responsible for the maintenance.
Warrant officers and senior NCOs
need to refresh their crews’ skills
in maintaining the Shadow. A few
hours of training and supervision
can help prevent major and
expensive problems later.
Soldiers especially need training
on how to fill out forms and
records from DA Pam 738-751.
Things won’t get fixed if Soldiers
fill out the forms wrong.

I KNow it’S BeEn a
WhiLe siNCE You did My

PMCs, so let’S tAKE this
sLOW and CAREFul!

Keep Tools Calibrated
There are several
Shadow tools that
require calibration by
TMDE. Make sure the
tools are enrolled with
TMDE so they can keep
track of when they
are due for calibration.
Stagger the calibration
dates for the different
tools so they don’t come
due all at the same time.

yOu lOok TErRibLE!
whEn WAs the LAst timE
someone took You
off your sHelf and
caLibRAtED you?

Don’t Forget Ground Support Equipment and Trucks During PMCS
No matter how well you’ve taken care of your Shadows, they won’t be doing
much flying if you’ve ignored the ground support equipment and trucks during
PMCS. When you PMCS the Shadow, PMCS them, too.
I FEel
GREat ThanKS
to THat greAT
PMCs!

THEY SHoulda
reMemberED Us!

you’RE nOT
Going anYwhEre
if WE CAN’T DO
Our joBs!

Make Sure Everyone Reads Messages Sent to Field
Maintenance and operation instructions are often updated through these
messages, so it’s critical everyone reads and heeds them. We solved that
problem by making the messages into a reading file. That way every operator
and maintainer must sign off that he’s read and understood the messages.

Pay Careful Attention to Aircraft and Vehicle Grounding
During Fueling Operations
The Shadow’s fuel is extremely flammable, especially during cold, dry weather.
A spark could set it off. For grounding info, see TM 1-1550-689-23&P or
TM 1-1550-1689-23&P.
CW2 Thomas Seal

Editor’s note: Not a shadow of a doubt that these are good tips, Chief! Thanks.
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MQ-1 Series Gray Eagle UAV…

Keep Your Eagle Soaring

I’m really
soaring thanks
to these tips!

Dear Editor,
While maintaining our Gray Eagles, we’ve come up
with a few ways to help Eagles soar.
Before flight, check for loose brake
rotor screws. We had one screw work loose
during normal ground operations, which
caused a wheel to lock up during landing. Tap
on each screw. If it clicks, it’s loose. You may
be able to tighten the screw yourself. But if
it still clicks, it needs to be replaced.

Listen for click while tapping on brake rotor screws
Repairmen, if Loctite 2422 is unavailable,
verify the rotor screw torque is 50-60 in-lbs.
Don’t loosen the screw before checking torque.
When you’re through, put on a torque strip or
mark the screw with an indelible marker.
See Alert Bulletin 15-1687 Rev if Loctite 2422 is available.
If you don’t have the bulletin, contact your AMCOM LAR or PS:

Check the safety wire for
the main landing gear bolts
for looseness or fraying.
When crews put on the grounding
clamps, they sometimes let the
clamps catch the safety wire.
That frays and loosens the safety
wire, which means the landing gear
bolts could work loose. If a wire is
loose or showing wear, report it.
Be very sure to turn off the
ground power supply before
disconnecting the cables to it.
If you don’t, the cables can arc
and be damaged. First turn off
the AVIONICS switch, then the
OUTPUT and INPUT switches. Now
it’s OK to unplug the cables.
If the fuel dump tube is
leaking, suspect a sticking fuel
dump valve on the airframemounted fuel tray. Have your
repairman check it out.
Watch your head around
the two 201 antennas. They
are made of hard, unforgiving
material. It’s easy to bump your
noggin against the antennas
when you go underneath the
Eagle. We had one Soldier suffer
a concussion that way.
Give the ALPHA probe a
wide berth. One good bump can
break it loose from the fuselage.
Since it contains the outside air
temperature sensor, the yaw
string, and the angle of attack
sensor, that puts the Eagle out
of business. And it’s an expensive
fix.
Don’t yank on the yaw string
during PMCS. That damages it.
Just give it a gentle tug to make
sure it’s secure.
Keep the area between
the Eagle and the control
system clear. If something like
a truck rolls through, you lose
communication with your Eagle.
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Turn off
AVIONICS,
OUTPUT
and INPUT
switches
before
disconnecting
cables

Look out for
201 antennas

Stay away from ALPHA probe

Don’t yank on yaw string

SSG Anthony Dowlen
SPC Rodney James
SPC Robert Learned
3rd Aviation REGT

usarmy.redstone.logsa.mbx.psmag@mail.mil

Until you can follow the bulletin’s procedure on securing the screws,
check them during your post flight inspection.

PS 766

Safety wire frayed
or loose? Report it
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Editor’s note: Eagles will
indeed soar with your tips.
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OH-58A/C…

Use the CorreCt Mounting Nuts
what’re
ya in for?

A NeW
SwaSh Plate
AsSemBLY.
And I’M goinG
nuts thinkiNG
abOut it!

Heads UP!
bEfOre You Work
on THE swaSHPLAte
aSsemBLy, check
out the AMAM
meSsage for THe
Right NutS TO Use.

Thanks,
Sergeant
BLADe!
I’Ll maKe
a NOTe in
My Tm.

Mechanics, aviation maintenance action message (AMAM) H-58-14-AMAM-05 says the nuts
listed as Item 19 in Fig 61 of TM 1-1520-228-23P are the wrong ones. The nuts are used to
mount the swashplate support assembly to the main transmission.
The incorrect self-locking nuts are NSNs 5310-00-982-4912 and 5310-00-807-1469. They’re
both strong enough, but aren’t the right shape to do the job properly. Do not use these nuts
on the swashplate support assembly, NSN 1615-00-121-6355.
The only self-locking nuts authorized for the swashplate come with NSN 5310-00-807-1476.
When you receive the replacement nuts, remove the transmission fairing assembly. Replace
each of the eight incorrect self-locking nuts used to mount the swashplate support assembly
one at a time. Follow Tasks 5-114 and 5-121 of TM 55-1520-228-23-1.
Make a note until the correct hardware is added in the next TM change. Check out the
specific details in H-58–14-AMAM-05 at:
https://asmprd.redstone.army.mil/ FileHandler.ashx?file=
UFI_a14006ce-0e89-4895-8309-211497a93062
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in World War II , American tank
crews were often outmatched
by their German rivals. The
M4 Sherman was smaller than
its adversaries, with thinner
armor and a weaker cannon.

But in the final days of the war, the Americans sent a new tank to the
battlefield. could this new tank take any German tank head on? that was the
question everyone was asking. The answer would be determined at the…

Duel at Dessau
April 20, 1945; 3rd Armored Division, outside Dessau, Germany: A new T-26
Super Pershing, one of only two sent to Europe, sits in an outdoor motor
pool. its five crew members stand in awe in front of the tank.

what a
beast!

the gERmans
Are iN fOR A BiG
SUrprise when We
SHOW Up in THis!

yeah, she’S SOmething
else. but without PropER
mAintenANce, this thing ain’t
gOnna do NoBody any gOod!

y’got
THAt right,
Private.

it’s the same in every war: winning battles starts with preparation.
No detail, no matter how big or small, can be overlooked.
you guys are
gonna need to
spend the day
doing plenty
of PMCS to get
this tank ready
to fight.

This track looks mighty
loose to me, Sarge. Glad you
had us check it out today.

Make sure
you get
the tension
adjusted
right,
Corporal.

Last thing
we need is a
thrown track
with a King
Tiger coming
right at us!

During World War II, PMCS was an important part of every Soldier’s day.
The Army’s changed a lot since then, but keeping vehicles and equipment in
working order has always been a priority!
hey, private Jones,
Get in the turret and
give the breech a
good coat of lube.
I have a feeling
that big gun’s gonna
see a lot of action
tomorrow!

Word is there’s a
King Tiger hiding out in
Dessau. it’s gotta be
knocked out before
our guys can advance
into the town.

I’m oN
it!

OH, no! I think the FiRiNG Pin
on This .50-cal is STickiNG!
what should I Do?

Get an armorer to
take a look it, ASAP!
it’s a good thing you
found that before we
got into combat.

A King Tiger?!?
Oh, no! Suddenly, I
don’t feel so good.
Come on, Corporal…

The question is the same now as it has always been:
Would you stake your life, right now, on the condition of your equipment?
Man, this sure is a pain
in the neck. I could be
writing a letter home
right now.

it’ll pay off
tomorrow
against that King
Tiger, Jones!

just
you wait
and see.

…King Tigers
are scary, sure.
But we got a tank
now that’s just
as good.
Meantime, maybe
doing some PMCS
will take your
mind off things.

PS 766
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the Day
is ending
and the
Crew has
finaLly
gOtTen
the TAnk
prepared
for the
NExT
DAy’s
baTtle…

Early
the next
morning,
April 21,
the crew
gathers
in front
of the
Super
Pershing.

I think
she’s ready t’
fight, Sarge.

I just
hope we
are, too.

We did some final

PMCS checks before
dawn, Sarge, so I think
we’re ready to hunt
down that King Tiger!

We’ll do just fine,
iRwiN. Half the battle
is good PMCS and you
guys’ve done plenty
of that today!

This
baby is
running
like
a fine
watch!

Sarge knew what he
was talking about
when he had us do
all that preventive
maintenance.

OK, Crew.
let’s buTton
UP! We have
to be ready
for anything!

Good job, men. We should
be ready for whatever the
Germans can throw at us!

rrrru mm
bbl
blee
mb

The

Road
to DesSau…
Patience…
Not yet…
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Just then, a second round fires
from the German tank…

AP
Round,

nOW!

come ON, corporal!
take hiM ouT Before
he TAkes us Out!

that was

cLose!!

we shouLDA
Fired An armorpiercinG round!

PS 766
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defeating the
king tiger is
NOT the end of
the baTTle.

aLl right!
Hard training
and GOoD PMcS
savE the Day!

The M4
Shermans and
infantry work
with the T-26 ,
pressing the
attack.

Later in the
day, the

T-26 returns
to the King
TigeR…

Way to go, crew! This
T-26 is a great tank.
But it was only able
to do its job because
of the preventive
maintenance you guys
put into her.

Y’sure knew
what you
were talking
about, Sarge.

I won’t be
complaining
about doing
PMCS again,
that’s for
sure!

OK, guys, let’S Get
gOing. Time foR Some
After ActiON PMCs!

The Duel at Dessau
proved that the new
American tank was just as
deadly as any armor the
Germans had. And just as
importantly, it showed
that good maintenance
is a critical part of
winning any battle.
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MISSILES

• How to Prevent

Outriggers From
Freezing
• How to Ship
Javelins

also
featuring

• What’s NSN for M240L

Small
arms

Short Barrel Regulator?

• Be Clear on Importance

of Clearing!

• Put Gage in Barrel’s

Other End

• What Are Rules for

Securing Small Arms?

• No EPR for Shoot House

Training

CBRN
• Weed Out Bad Canisters!
• Don’t Screw Up Screwing

in Wands!
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Patriot Missile System…
Uh-OH, mY
ouTriGgers
are FroZen
in PLAce!

Wish yOu guys
had dONE a
litTle lubiNG
and EXerCisiNG.
Now I’m
DeadLiNED.

HOW TO
PREVENT
OUTRIGGERS
FROM

ZIin
Ng
fFR
reEE
ez
G

Dear Half-Mast,
We have trouble with the Patriot’s outriggers freezing because the leg base
and elbow joint pins get bent or misshapen. That deadlines the whole system.
Is there a way to prevent this?
								
1LT R.C.
You bet
there is,
lieutenant!
Every outrigger has
several lube
points.

if you lube the outriggers monthly with

GAA and OE/hDO like it says in TM 9-2330357-14&P’s lubrication instructions and
then exercise the outriggers up and
down, your frozen outrigger problem
will melt away. You shouLD ALso eXerCise
the OutRigGers weEkly.

Lube and exercise each
outrigger according to the
TM to prevent freezing

if you’re operating in areas with high humidity,
salty air, or lots of rain or sand and dirt,
then you should lube more often than monthly.
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How to Ship Javelins
I fEel AwfUL!
YoU NeEd
To SenD mE
someWheRE
where they
can fix me!

As your repairman,
I’ve done all I’m
authorized to do. Now
I need to find out
where to send you to
get you fixed up.

It’s critical Javelin missile units
know where and how to get
the command launch unit (CLU)
repaired. If units don’t follow
the correct shipping procedures,
they could damage the CLU or
cause repair delays.
To make shipping and repair
of CLUs as simple as possible,
AMCOM has a phone number
to call for help: (888) 528-4862.
They will give you step-by-step
shipping procedures to get
your CLU repaired as soon as
possible. Help is just a phone
call away.

What’s NSN for M240L Short Barrel Regulator?
Dear Half-Mast,
The M240 machine gun’s TM 9-1005-313-23&P (Aug 10)
lists NSN 1005-01-512-6424 (PN 13001601) for the gas
regulator. But the regulator for the new short barrel
has PN 13013485 stamped on it and the regulators for
the standard and short barrels aren’t interchangeable. Is
there an NSN for the short barrel regulator?
								
					
SGT P.H.

you can order the short
barrel gas regulator with NSN
1005-01-564-6020, sergeAnt.
The short barrel parts
breakdown will be added to
the next update to the -23&P.
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Order short barrel
gas regulator with
NSN 1005-01-5646020
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MK 19 Machine Gun…

4. Return the charger handles to the forward position and rotate only one charger
handle up.
5. Insert the tip of a cleaning rod (or round removal tool) through the receiver rail as
close to the bolt face as possible.
6. Raise up on the cleaning rod to force the round off the bolt face and out the
bottom of the gun. Catch the round so it doesn’t hit the ground.

Be Clear on
Importance
of Clearing!

M16-Series Rifle, M4/M4A1 Carbine…

Wait a darn MinUTe!
I’m NOt goinG ANYwheRE
uNtiL yOu mAKE sure I’m
CLeaRED of ROUnds!

Dear Editor,
We’ve had several instances where MK 19s weren’t cleared after being
fired at the range. The weapons made it all the way back to arms room with
a round casing stuck to the bolt face. There is no way to check if the round
is live without retracting the bolt, which could be very dangerous in the close
confines of an arms room.
It would be great if PS emphasized the importance of clearing an MK 19
after firing and how to do it.
					
Douglas Stewart
					
COMET
We heartily
agree,
Douglas.

Gunners should never turn in an MK 19
without clearing it first at the range or
at the end of a mission. here’s HOw…

1. Put the weapon on SAFE and keep it pointed down range.
2. Remove the case catch bag if necessary.
3. Charge the
weapon. Use
only a round
removal tool
or cleaning rod
to remove a
round. Using
something like
a bayonet could
cause the round
to fire.
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Put
Gage in
Barrel’s
Other
End
Dear Editor,
In your article in PS 759 (Feb
16) on the dangers of CCMCK,
you showed an M16/M4 barrel
being checked with a straightness
gage. The gage is being inserted
through the muzzle.
But if you check the procedure
in WP 0015-24 in TM 9-1005-31923&P, it says “Hold upper receiver
and barrel assembly in vertical
position with muzzle pointed down.
Insert gage into chamber end of
barrel. Release gage and catch it
as it exits muzzle end.”
In other words, the gage should
be inserted just the opposite of
what you show.
				
CW2 Ryan Harmon

Chief HARmoN
CoRrecTlY POinTs
oUt the stRAigHTneSs
gaGe should Go in
THROUGh the CHAMber,
noT thE mUZzLe.

Straightness gage
Put gage
through
chamber,
not muzzle

Editor’s note: You’re absolutely
right, Chief. The picture in the TM
is wrong, too, and will be corrected
in the next update.

7/18/16 4:40 PM

What
Are
Rules
for
Securing
Small
Arms?

y’kNOw, I don’t fEel
VEry SECUre abouT
RACk SECuRiTY.

C LIC K !

So WHere dO we
GO For answers
on SECURitY?

There!
that
oughta
do it!

Dear Half-Mast,
I know there are strict rules for securing small arms, but
I’m not sure where exactly to find them. Can you help?
Mr. M.C.
you
bet,
sir!

YEAh, weLl
imAGine hoW I
FeEl, buddy…

if you need
chains and
padlocks,
use these
NSN s…

• NSN 4010-00-149-5583, 550 feet of heavy-duty chain
• NSN 4010-00-171-4427, 20 feet of heavy-duty chain
• NSN 5340-01-408-8434, a secure padlock with a 3-in shackle
• NSN 5340-00-158-3805, a secure padlock with a 2-in shackle

The word on small arms security is in AR 190-11, Physical Security
of Arms, Ammunition, and Explosives (Sep 13). You can find it at:

https://armypubs.us.army.mil/epubs/DR_pubs/DR_B/pdf/r190_11.pdf

the AR has everYThinG yOu nEed to
KNow abOUt ARms
RoOm seCUriTY!

that’s more
like it! now I
feel secure!

Here are two critical rules to remember…

• All arms racks or containers must be locked with

approved secondary padlocks. In arms rooms that
are not manned 24 hours a day, rifle racks and
containers weighing less than 500 pounds must be
fastened to the floor or wall or fastened together
in groups totaling more than 500 pounds with bolts
or with chains equipped with secondary padlocks.

• Bolts used to secure racks must be spot-welded,

brazed or peened to prevent easy removal. Chains
must be heavy-duty hardened steel, welded, straight
links, galvanized, and at least 5/16-in thickness or of
equivalent resistance to the force required to break
or cut a secondary padlock.
if you have any doubts, contact your local
security office. They are the experts.
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Ammo…

No EPR for Shoot House Training
The new enhanced
performance rounds
(EPR) M855A1 (5.56mm )
and M80A1 ( 7.62mm )
have increased velocity
and penetration over the
M855 and M80 rounds.

the EPRs are
great for the
battlefield,
but a
potential
safety concern
for training
in live-fire
shoothouses.

M855A1 round
has a tarnished
bronze tip

These EPR s could penetrate
the walls of shoothouses.

EPRs ARE approved,
however, for use
in indoor and
outdoor baffle
ranges.

M855
round has
green tip

normally, the safest
rounds for training are:

• M855
• M80
• M1037 or M973 shortrange training ammo
• Close combat mission
capability kit (CCMCK)
low-velocity marking
rounds
For more info,
see All Army Activities
Message 059/2016 at:

https://epic.lia.army.mil

The Army is doing safety testing
on EPRs, but in the meantime

do not shOot

Questions?
Contact Larry Fitts,
( 703) 69 7-1312, or email:

in live-fire shoothouses.

larry.fitts.civ@mail.mil

M855A1 or M80A1 EPRs
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Protective Masks…

Weed Out
s!
Bad Canister

Bad C2A1 canisters,
NSN 4240-01-361-1319,
have gotten into the
supply system.

Forward deployed units should
collect all bad canisters and
consolidate them at the
brigade level.
Replacement canisters will be
provided on a one-for-one basis.

TACOM conducted an exchange of
canisters at Camp Arifjan, Kuwait,
and Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan.
Canisters were left behind at
both locations to handle
additional requests.
For instructions,
contact Patrick Loudy at NIPR:

patrick.c.loudy.civ@mail.mil
or SIPR:
patrick.c.loudy.civ@mil.smil.mil
Or call (586) 282-1558,
DSN 786-1558.
These canisters are used
with M40, M45, M48, JSAM
and M53-series masks.
Canisters with lot numbers
beginning with TVI and IRT
are leaking carbon.
The carbon can build up in the outlet valve area, leading to mask failure.
The carbon dust can also cause mild eye and respiratory irritation. in a
chemical environment, the mask could fail to protect.

CBRN specialists should immediately check for the bad canisters.
Use only C2A1 canisters with lot numbers beginning with MMB or RFT.
collect the bad canisters for turn-in.

Use only masks with lot numbers
beginning with MMB or RFT

All other units should collect
and turn in the bad canisters by
contacting their local
DLA dispositiON sERVices or
requesting the JEFS/DARD
disposition request form.
Call JEFS/DARD at (229) 639-6500,
DSN 56 7-6500, or email:

smblogcomjeap@usmc.mil
After filling out the form,
email it back to JEFS/DARD and
provide a copy to:

usarmy.detroit.tacom.mbx.ilsc.masks@
mail.mil
After receiving the signed
DD 1348 from DRMO or
JEFS/DARD, order replacement
canisters by contacting Item
Manager Cynthia Murray-Vickerson at
DSN 786-1562, (586) 282-1562,
or email:

cynthia.l.murray-vickerson.civ@
mail.mil
in addition, send the DD 1348,
unit shipping DODAAC, and document
numbers and quantity to be
replaced to
The leaking
carbon is not
a carcinogen,
but…

…it can cause
mild eye and
respiratory
irritation.

if you get carbon on your skin,
wash it off with soap and water.
if you get carbon in your eyes,
flush them out with water.

usarmy.detroit.mbx.ilsc.masks@mail.mil
Questions?
Contact
Patrick Loudy.

You can access the safety data sheets on the carbon at:

https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/SAFETY/download.cfm?filename=soum/
tacom_wn/MSDSCALGON12X30.pdf
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M26 Decon…

Forward deployed units should
collect all bad canisters and
consolidate them at the
brigade level.

Don’t
Don’t

Replacement canisters will be
provided on a one-for-one basis.

Screw Up
Up
Screw
Screwing in
in
Screwing
Wands!
Wands!

TACOM conducted an exchange of
canisters at Camp Arifjan, Kuwait,
and Bagram Airfield, Afghanistan.
Canisters were left behind at
both locations to handle
additional requests.
For instructions,
contact Patrick Loudy at NIPR:

You won’t NeEd a MagiC WAnd
tO kEep YOUr wanDs sprayiNG
if YOu folLow thESe TiPs frOM
the ARmY CheMicAL ScHoOl.

patrick.c.loudy.civ@mail.mil
or SIPR:
patrick.c.loudy.civ@mil.smil.mil
Or call (586) 282-1558,
DSN 786-1558.

Screwing handle on like this
damages variable pressure nozzle

All other units should collect
and turn in the bad canisters by
contacting their local
DLA dispositiON sERVices or
requesting the JEFS/DARD
disposition request form.

Remember not to force things
when you screw in any of the
hoses and wands. It doesn’t take
much muscle to damage the hose
and wand threads. If they won’t
screw together easily, they’re
probably crossthreaded. Back
off and see if the threads are
damaged. If they’re not, try again.
Still no luck? Your repairman needs
to check it out. The threads may
have a burr that can be filed off.
Don’t drop the hoses or wands
on a hard surface. That can
damage threads, too.

Call JEFS/DARD at (229) 639-6500,
DSN 5 67-6500, or email:

smblogcomjeap@usmc.mil
After filling out the form,
email it back to JEFS/DARD and
provide a copy to:

usarmy.detroit.tacom.mbx.ilsc.masks@
mail.mil
After receiving the signed
DD 1348 from DRMO or
JEFS/DARD, order replacement
canisters by contacting Item
Manager Cynthia Murray-Vickerson at
DSN 786-1562, (586) 282-1562,
or email:

cynthia.l.murray-vickerson.civ@
mail.mil
in addition, send the DD 1348,
unit shipping DODAAC, and document
numbers and quantity to be
replaced to

Dear Editor,
k
much to brea
It doesn’t take
le for
zz
no
re
su
es
the variable pr
s
n’s wands. It’
the M26 deco
easily
metal that’s
ft
so
of
de
ma
damaged.

usarmy.detroit.mbx.ilsc.masks@mail.mil
Questions?
Contact
Patrick Loudy.
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Remembering one simple rule can prevent
most nozzle damage: Don’t brace the wand
nozzle on the ground when you screw in the
handle. That guarantees you’ll need a new
nozzle. Assemble the wands like this:
1. Connect the variable nozzle to the
spray lance by turning the lance so
its input is resting on your boot.
2. Thread the variable nozzle into the
output end of the lance. Do not use
any tools to tighten the nozzle—hand
tight is fine.
3. Turn the lance so its nozzle is
resting on your boot and attach the
trigger gun to the lance’s input.
4. Attach the 33-ft high-pressure hose
to the trigger gun. You’re done.
If the nozzle is damaged, you don’t need
to replace the whole wand. There is a variable
pressure nozzle available with NSN 4730-12190-0890.
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Before you
store hoses, hang
them up for a few
minutes so they
drain completely.
If hoses are stored
with water still in
them, mildew will
greet you next
time you decon.

OuCh! you
jUst RuinED
mY HOse
threADs with
AlL thAt
mUsCLe!

WhOA! You Didn’T
dRain My HOse or
lUbe MY fitTingS. I’m
Gonna be sitTing here
fOR QuiTE AwhiLE and
I nEed coRroSiON
PROteCtioN!

You do not need to use Lagermeister SLG to
grease the M26. It’s way too expensive. Instead
use utility grease, NSN 9150-01-563-3416. It
costs less than $12 for a 14-oz tube.

SSG Justin Maddox
SSG Terrell Robinson
SSG David Sasberry
US Army Chemical School

Editor’s note: No one will screw up if they follow your tips, Sergeants. Thanks.

7/26/16 5:25 PM

COMMUNICATIONS
& SOLDIER SUPPORT
• Software Struggle
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• AN/PSQ-20/20A
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AN/PSN-13A DAGR…

Software Struggle Made Simple
{sigHhh}
I’ve been
feeling old
and tired
lately.

How long
has it been
since your
last
software
update?

Keep your DAGR software up-to-date
for peak performance!

Hey! What’s
going on with
that DAGR? I
can’t provide
my full
capabilities
because
of its old
software.

Later…

I’m feelin’
old and
outdated. Sure
could use
a software
upgrade!

No problem!
I know all
the steps
to take.

Dear Editor,
We’ve heard that a lot of units are struggling with upgrading their
AN/PSN-13A DAGRs to the latest software version, 984-3006-008,
that’s required by MWO 11-5820-1172-23-1.
Our unit recently completed the upgrades to our DAGR’s, so we’d like
to share some simple steps on how to do it.
First, you’ll need three pieces of equipment:

1.

A computer (we used an MSD-V2) with the new software downloaded
to a known location on your hard drive. The minimum requirements
for the computer to use is identified in Paragraph 5.3(4) of MWO 115820-1172-23-1. For the download, go to:

https: //www.pmpnt.army.mil/instructions-for-access/
(NOTE: If you’re a registered user, click on the LOG IN TO PROCEED
button. On the next page, click DAGR to access the latest materiel
for download. If you aren’t a registered user, fill out the simple
access form on the Downloads Instructions for Access page.
		 The download is in a zip format (MULTI-RPG_5.zip). You’ll need to
extract the MULTI-RPG.exe file for later use.)
2. A DAGR/AC power cable, NSN 6130-01-521-3157. It keeps the DAGR
from depleting its batteries and losing power during the upgrade.
3. A DAGR/PC cable, NSN 5995-01-521-3198. This is used to connect
the DAGR to your computer. If this cable isn’t available, you
can substitute a PLGR/PC cable, NSN 6150-01-375-8664.

Follow these
steps to upgrade
the software:

8. When the Status bar
says, “Power Cycle
the Unit,” power off
and power back on
the DAGR.

1. Connect the
DAGR/AC
power cable
to the DAGR’s
J4 port.

9. After the restart, the DAGR
will continue to reprogram,
even though its screen is
blank. The computer’s green
Status bar displays “Program
Receiver x%” during this step.

2. Connect the
DAGR J2
port to the
computer’s
COM port
using the
DAGR/PC
cable.

10.

11.
3. Power on the DAGR.
Verify that the
software version
loaded is not current.
4. Launch the software update by
double-clicking the
MULTI-RPG.exe file
on your computer.

Software
version is
shown on
both the
Power on
Display page
and on the
About Menu
page.

When the reprogramming
is complete, the Status
bar turns blue and says
“Finished.”

Check the DAGR’s software version.
It should read 984-3006-008.

12. Turn off the DAGR and disconnect the
power and PC cables.
13. Now that you’ve updated your DAGR,
record the software update in MMIS by
following the instructions in Paragraph 8
of MWO 11-5820-1172-23-1.
SPC Irving Aviles
15th Engineer BN

5. Select the check box for the COM port that’s being used on the computer
to connect it to the DAGR.

5

6. From the
drop down
menu, select
a baud rate
of 115200.
6

7

Thanks,
Specialist
Aviles! You took
a complicated
issue and made
it easier!

7. With the DAGR
powered up, click
Start to begin
reprogramming.

END
PS 766

766 48-49.indd 1-2

See Step 3 for software
version verification.
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AN/PSQ-20/20A Goggles Blind?
Good News!
Maybe

{sighH} I
gueSs I’m
FiniSHed.

not!

I

f your AN/PSQ-20, NSN 5855-01-534-6449, or
AN/PSQ-20A, NSN 5855-01-603-0489, night vision
goggles aren’t working, there’s good news. You can
get them fixed if they qualify.
The fix doesn’t cover ancillary items or components
of end item for the goggles and is available only if the
goggles fail after a thorough inspection following
TM 11-5855-322-10 and -23&P or TM 11-5855-33510 and -23&P. Your 94F repairman does that.
To get your goggles fixed, you’ll need a return
authorization from the manufacturer. Get it by
logging into the warranty repair portal:
https://nvwarranty.gs.exelisinc.com/Login.aspx
New users will need to register by clicking on
the HERE button on the left side of the web page.
Returning users can log on with their email address,
password and DODAAC.
Once you receive a return authorization, fill out a
DD Form 1348-1A and ship the goggles to:
Harris
Warranty/Customer Repair Service
7635 Plantation Road
Attention: Marketing Department RA#____
Roanoke, VA 24019

PS 766
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I think WE CAN gEt
YouR MANUFactURer
tO Get yOu oN YOuR
FeEt agAiN.

if you have
questions,
call Harris at
(800) 533-5502 or
(540) 563-0371.

SEP 16

New

Tourniquet
Available
The US Army Medical
Materiel Agency
(USAMMA) is fielding
a new junctional
tourniquet designed to
save warfighters who
are injured in the groin
or armpit areas.

the SAM ® junctional tourniquet weighs about one pound. it straps
on like a belt and includes two inflatable air bladders that
medics can inflate individually or at the same time.
it can be positioned in less than a minute—a critical advantage for
combat medics who often just have mere minutes to save a life.

The Combat Application Tourniquet
is still standard issue to all
deploying Soldiers, but it doesn’t
work on junctional injuries.

Get both the new
junctional tourniquet
and MOLLE bag with
NSN 6515-01-646-2617
(about $500)…

A junctional tourniquet
modular lightweight loadcarrying equipment ( MOLLE )
bag has also been developed
that fastens to a combat
medic’s main M9 bag.

…or order the
tourniquet alone with
Nsn 6515-01-618-7475
(about $300).

Each single-use tourniquet comes with a training DVD and step-by-step
instructions printed on the actual device, plus an instruction card.
The US Army Medical Department Center and School also trains new
combat medics in how to use the junctional tourniquet.

PS 766
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Get the Scoop on Container MELs
How to Get PS Back Issues
Cracking Error Codes in EMS NG
Remember the AAME!
DLA’s eDocs Moves
Keep AAAC Certification Current!
EMS Info at Your Fingertips
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Get the Scoop on Container MELs
Finally! I’ve
found the Army
TBs that cover
container MELs!

sorry,
charlie!

we’RE
OutDAted nOw!

SPLAFF !

visit ACAMS to get the latest word!

If you’ve been searching for the maintenance expenditure limits (MELs) on Army-

owned ISO containers, you may have found TB 43-0002-1 and TB 43-0002-40. These
TBs are outdated and don’t include FSC 8150 (freight containers).
The Defense Transportation Regulation Part VI, Chapter 604, Intermodal Container
Inspection, Reinspection, Maintenance and Repair (Oct 15), states that “DOD
Components will establish MELs and waiver criteria for all containers owned.”
The Army Intermodel and Distribution Platform Management Office (AIDPMO)
serves as the Army’s “single” manager for ISO containers and has established MELs
for Army-owned containers. You can find established MELs guidance in the Army
Container Asset Management System (ACAMS) under the “maintenance” link on the
ACAMS help page at: https://acams.sddc.army.mil/dpms/
For ACAMS access, go to: https://eta.sddc.army.mil/ETASSOPortal/default.aspx
Or contact the ACAMS help desk at DSN 770-5120, (618) 220-5120, or email:
usarmy.scott.sddc.mbx.acams-helpdesk@mail.mil
For info on ISO containers, contact AIDPMO at DSN 770-4486, (618) 220-4486,
or email: usarmy.scott.sddc.mbx.g3-aidpmo-maintenance@mail.mil
For more container guidance, including policy and regulations, see AR 56-4, Distribution of Materiel and Distribution Platform Management (Sep 14), at:
http://www.apd.army.mil/pdffiles/r56_4.pdf
and Defense Transportation Regulation Part VI, Management and Control of
Intermodal, at: http://www.ustranscom.mil/dtr/dtrp6.cfm

PS 766
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Publications…

How to Get PS Back Issues
The inspector
is coming!

The inspector
is coming!

Easy does
it, Sergeant.
it’s just me.

But as long as I’m
here, it’s a good
time to remind you
to make sure you’ve
got the last three
years of Ps on
hand, like it says in
DA Pam 750-3.

Units, if you need to catch up on your

PS collection so you’re all set for the
next maintenance inspection, here’s how…
Email your back issue request from
a .mil or .gov account. Be sure to include your
name and mailing address. Specify the months or
years and how many copies of each issue
you need. Send your request to:

usarmy.redstone.logsa.mbx.psmag@mail.mil
You can also request back issues by clicking on
the REQUEST BACK ISSUE button at our website:

https: //www.logsa.army.mil/psmag/pshome.cfm

Just scroll down to the bottom of the
tan-colored column.
Note that our printed back issues
are limited and orders are filled on
a first-come, first-served basis.

Remember you can always
download Ps in digital form
from our website, too.

To set up a monthly subscription
to Ps, follow the instructions at:

https: //www.logsa.army.mil/psmag/ps-subscription.cfm
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Software…

cracking error codes in eMS NG
something’s gone
haywire with this
software, cLoe.
what’s
this error
code
mean?

Hmmm. I’m
not sure,
Sergeant,
but I can
show you
where to find
a complete
list of error
codes in the
EMS NG guide.

When it’s crunch time at work, getting a software error can be frustrating.

One common question TACOM gets is how to identify errors generated by a
diagnostic work package in the Electronic Maintenance System—Next Generation
(EMS NG) Viewer.
Here’s a shortcut you may not know. There’s a complete list of diagnostic error
codes in Appendix A of the EMS NG Viewer User’s Guide.
To access the guide inside the EMS NG Viewer, select Help Topics from the help
menu. There’s also a standalone PDF file from the viewer page of the EMS NG
technical support website at: http://www.ems-helpdesk.com
The error codes are listed in numerical order and show the displayed error
message, along with the event that caused it. This info might not resolve your issue
immediately, but it helps you hone in on the problem. Then you can work with the
EMS NG help desk to solve it.
If you get an error code that’s not identified in the user’s guide, contact the EMS
NG help desk and it will be added to the guide’s next release.
For EMS NG support, call 1-(877) 445-1780, or email:
usarmy.detroit.tacom.mbx.ilsc-electronic-maintenance-system@mail.mil
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Awards…
remember
the AAme!

remember
the AAme!

Dear Editor,
I want to remind units that the annual competition for the Army Award for
Maintenance Excellence (AAME) is here again.
The AAME started in 1982 to recognize exceptional accomplishments in
maintenance and to improve and sustain unit maintenance readiness, efficiency
and initiative.
Since its beginning, the AAME has undergone several changes. Currently
there are 12 individual categories for the field level and one depot level.
If you’re already following your unit’s Command Maintenance Discipline
Program (CMDP), you’re on track to enter the AAME competition for FY16.
The hardest part is writing up the packet. But even that’s not as hard as
some might think. Simply open up the AAME Program Guidelines and draw up an
outline of questions to answer from the message. Then each week focus on
one of the bullets from your outline.
During all phases of the competition, your unit will be evaluated by
maintenance experts who will constantly provide feedback and best practices
on ways to streamline and improve your policies and procedures.

DLA’s
eDocs
Moves

The Defense Logistics Agency’s
(DLA) electronic documents
service, eDocs, has migrated to
a new operating system.
This means if
you need to
get copies of
scanned and
signed DD Forms
1348-1A, Issue
Release/Receipt,
you’ll also
need to request
access to the
new system.

remember
the AAme!

Remember that your entire staff will reap the benefits of doing well in the
AAME. Winning the competition in your category means the Chief of Staff of
the Army will recognize your unit. Why not get your Soldiers recognized by the
Army’s top leaders for the hard work they’re doing?
For detailed instructions, get the AAME Program Guidelines at:
https://cac.cascom.army.mil/ORD/aame/AAME_Message.pdf
More info on the AAME competition and its history can be found at:
http://www.goordnance.army.mil/AAME/aame.html
SFC Dustin Forgey
Ordnance School

Editor’s note: Super encouragement, Sergeant.
Here’s an extra bonus: Winners also get listed in PS!
Download a prefilled DD Form 2875,
System Authorization Access Request
(SAAR), and instructions on filling out the
form from the new E D ocs systEm at:

DLA’s eDocs
Moves

https://www.dacspr.documentservices.dla.mil/
eDocs

When your SAAR is approved,
you will receive an email with
instructions and helpful
hints in accessing the new
EDocs system.

PS 766
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I wonder
what category
he’s running in?
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Driver
Testing,
Training…

if you’re hitting the
road in Army rigs, be
sure you’ve got your AAAC
certification up-to-date!

An alternate option is to download the AAAC course files to your PC from the US
Army Combat Readiness Center (USACRC) website at:
https://safety.army.mil/TRAININGCOURSES/
OnlineTraining/ArmyAccidentAvoidanceCourse.aspx

Keep AAAC
Certification
Current!

Once you’ve completed
the course, be sure
to save and print the
certificate!
Turn it in to your chain
of command or unit
readiness NCO and
keep a copy for your
records.

Publications…

The Army Accident Avoidance Course (AAAC) is mandatory safety training for all

Soldiers and civilians who drive Army motor vehicles. The course covers individual
risk management, personal responsibility, driving hazard awareness, defensive
driving techniques, accident avoidance and motorcycle safety.
AAAC certification must be renewed every four years, per Page 67 in Section
11-7, subsection 4(b) in AR 385-10, The Army Safety Program (Nov 13). You can
get the pub at: http://www.apd.army.mil/pdffiles/r385_10.pdf
You can find the AAAC in two places. First, you can take it online through the
Army Learning Management System (ALMS) at: https://www.lms.army.mil/
You’ll need your CAC for ALMS access. In the search box at the top, type
“accident avoid,” and the course should appear in the list. You can also reach ALMS
through AKO by choosing the Self-Service tab and clicking My Training. Look for
the ALMS box and click the logo.

E M S
Y o u r

F i n g e r t

i p s

System (EMS) team publishes a monthly
newsletter, The EMS Insider, to keep you
up-to-date on the latest EMS developments
and software versions. The newsletter also
offers useful information, tips and tricks
for improving your interactive electronic
technical manual (IETM) experience.

To request a subscription, e-mail:
usarmy.detroit.tacom.mbx.ilsc-electronic-maintenance-system@mail.mil
You can also get past issues of The EMS Insider at:
https://www.us.army.mil/suite/ iles/37793870
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TACOM’s Electronic Maintenance

Click the ALMS logo
After you log in to AKO,
click Self Service tab and
select My Training

I n f o
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Connie's Post Scripts

HMMWV Glow Plug
Warning Labels

Black Hawk Modulating Valves
Turn-in

Hardware
Shipping Bags

Mechanics, the supply system has seen a drop
in unserviceable returns for the Black Hawk’s
modulating valves, NSN 2995-01-159-4660, (PN
3214072-3). To ensure continued supply, turn in
those unserviceable assets now.

Cotton-sheeting bags are handy for
shipping small, unbreakable items
like nuts, bolts and screws. Order
what you need with these NSNs:

M915A3 Air System Valve

Size (inches)

Get a new air system valve for your M915A3 tractor
truck with NSN 4820-01-159-0741. It replaces NSN
4920-01-151-0741, which is shown as Item 53 in
Fig 170 of TM 9-2320-302-24P (Feb 06). That NSN
brings the wrong part.

3x4
3x5
4x9
4 1/2 x 8
5 1/2 x 14
6x4
6x9
6 1/2 x 10
7 1/2 x 18
8 x 10
8 1/2 x 16 1/2

Pssst… Got Video?
PS Magazine’s new interactive mobile app can
embed or link to Army maintenance videos or other
helpful topics. Have you seen a useful video? Let
us know! Send the info/link to:
usarmy.redstone.logsa.mbx.psmag@mail.mil

NSN 810500-183-6981
00-281-3924
00-183-6982
00-179-0089
00-183-6985
00-586-5630
00-271-1511
00-174-0836
00-183-6989
00-290-3360
00-543-7837

Qty
100
100
100
100
50
100
100
50
50
50
1

PLS M6 Dump Body Tarp

M915A3 Door Seal NSN

Need a replacement tarp for your PLS’s M6 dump
body modular? Get the one you need with NSN
2540-01-631-8339. NSN 2540-01-449-5775, which
is shown as Item 19 in Fig 1 of TM 9-3990-25913&P, is actually for the M917 dump truck. It’s too
wide and short for the M6 dump body modular.

Get a 16-ft roll of non-metallic seal for
the doors on your M915A3 tractor truck
with NSN 5330-01-568-3541. Just cut the
seal to the correct length. Make a note
of this NSN until it appears in the next
update to TM 9-2320-302-24P.

CAT Light Switch Savings

A warning label to stick on the dashboard
of your HMMWV comes with NSN 769001-267-7370. The label reminds drivers
to wait until the glow plugs are ready
before they try to start the engine. The
label reads: *WARNING* DO NOT START
VEHICLE UNTIL WAIT LIGHT GOES OUT.
(Note: Only one label comes with this
NSN, not 50 as listed in FED LOG.)

On Page 9 of PS 752 (May 15), we told you how
to save lots of money on the 924H wheel loader’s
light switch. NSN 5895-01-544-5202, shown as
Item 22 in Fig 46 of TM 5-3805-298-24P, costs
about $605. NSN 5930-00-307-8856 brings the
same light switch for around $80, a savings of
$525. What we didn’t mention is that the same
light switch can be used on the 924G and 966H
wheel loaders as well as the 613C scraper/water
distributor.

120M Road Grader Input Lockout Switch
Get the 120M road grader’s input lockout switch with NSN 5930-01-580-0114. It includes a red
toggle lock to keep operators from bumping the switch during operations. It replaces NSN
5930-01-557-4363, shown as Item 4 in Fig 130 of TM 5-3805-293-24P (Mar 11), which doesn’t
include the toggle lock.

hand sanitizer

Yellow Safety Paint

Get a package of 24 3-oz bottles
of hand sanitizer with NSN 650801-535-5409. The foliage green
bottles are made to withstand the
heat and can be opened with just
one hand. This sanitizer kills 99.99
percent of most common germs.

Get a 5-gal container of yellow safety paint with NSN
8010-01-019-1776. This water-based latex is used to
paint guide marks and warning lines inside your motor
pool. It’s non-flammable and presents fewer health
and safety hazards than the old oil-based paint. Before
disposal, check with your environmental safety office
for state or local regulations on latex paint waste.

DLA Customer Assistance Handbook
The latest edition of the DLA Customer Assistance Handbook is available. Access the handbook
online or order a hard copy at:
http://www.dla.mil/CustomerSupport/Resources/Communications.aspx
Questions? Email: handbook@dla.mil
DISTRIBUTION: To be distributed in accordance with the initial distribution number (IDN) 340312, requirements for the TB 43-PS-Series.

UH-60, HH-60M Swashplate Controls Needed ASAP
Mechanics, unserviceable return rates are low for the Black Hawk swashplate control (scissor
link assembly), NSN 1615-01-105-8716, (PN 70104-08020-045). That’s causing a high demand for
the part in the supply system.
So check your storage rooms, supply closets and anywhere else you might have a broken
swashplate. If you find unserviceable swashplates lying around, get them turned in now.
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Use Your TM!
Do maintenance
by the book, not
by the seat of
your pants.

Taking shortcuts
can get you and me
hurt…or worse!

Be safe
and smart,

not sorry!
it’s the
only way!

